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Abstract
Articulation training with many kinds of stimulus
and messages such as visual, voice, and articulatory
information can teach user to pronounce correctly and
improve user’s articulatory ability. In this paper, an
articulation training system with intelligent interface
and multimode feedbacks is proposed to improve the
performance of articulation training. Clinical
knowledge of speech evaluation is used to design the
dependent network. Then, automatic speech
recognition with dependent network is applied to
identify the pronunciation errors. Besides, hierarchical
Bayesian network is proposed to recognize user’s
emotion from speeches. With the information of
pronunciation errors and user’s emotional state, the
articulation training sentences can be dynamically
selected. Finally, a 3D facial animation is provided to
teach users to pronounce a sentence by using speech,
lip motion, and tongue motion. Experimental results
reveal the usefulness of proposed method and system.

1. Introduction
Articulation errors generate different degrees of
abnormality in articulation and seriously reduce speech
intelligibility and the ease of spoken communication.
The population of language disorder aged from 4 years
old to 15 years old is 2.64 percent, and amount them
the population of articulation disorder is 43.36 percent
in Taiwan. Moreover, the speech-language pathologists
worked in hospital are insufficient. Traditionally, a
speech-language pathologist uses his or her clinical
experience to identify articulation error patterns and
provide suitable training courses, which are timeconsuming and expensive processes. Therefore,
developing a computer-assisted system for articulation
training is very helpful for speech-language
pathologists and articulation disorders.

Speech-language
pathologists
classify
the
articulation into six articulation error patterns: fronting,
backing, de-aspiration, stopping, affrication, and
omission [1]. Those articulation error patterns are
examined in terms of the place of articulation and the
manner of articulation. Each articulation error pattern
will generate several pronunciation errors. In
articulation training, the pronunciation errors should be
found and used to teach user’s pronunciation. In a
typical fronting error, for example, a child may say /t/
instead of /k/ in the Chinese word /kan4/ so it would be
heard as /tan4/. In this case, the pronunciation error is
/k/→/t/.
Recently, automatic speech recognition (ASR) had
been widely applied to many applications. ASR can be
used to identify the articulation attributes and it is very
useful to automatically identify the pronunciation
errors [2]. In articulatory training materials, a phoneme
will appear in several sentences and the effect of
recognition errors generated from ASR can be reduced.
Besides, dependency network (DN) had been applied
to collective classification and knowledge discovery [3,
4]. It is well suited to the task of predicting preferences
and is generally useful for probabilistic inference.
From the clinical practice and experience, the graphical
representation of DN can be easily designed to
represent the relationships of speech, training
sentences, and pronunciation error. Thus, it is
appropriate to integrate clinical experience into
identification of pronunciation errors.
For articulation training, researches usually aimed at
computer-assisted treatment by using visual feedback
[4]. However, visual feedback provides acoustic and
articulatory parameters, such as speech intensity,
spectrogram, pitch, formants, vocal tract shape, and lip
shape. Those feedbacks are very difficult for users to
map the visual feedbacks to the manner of articulation
and the place of articulation. Many researches had also
provided facial animations [5] and most of them only

focus on facial expression and lip movement.
Therefore, a feedback with tongue movement can
effectively provide articulatory cues to help
articulation disorders in articulation training.
Traditionally, emotions are classified into many
categories: fear, anger, joy, sadness and disgust [6].
For a computer-assisted system, it is very important to
promote the interest in practicing pronunciation of
articulation training. Thus, many researches had
proposed emotion recognition to enhance humanmachine interface [7]. People can recognize emotional
speeches with about 60% accuracy and some emotion
recognition systems are 50-60%. Generally, there are
three emotions, named positive, negative, and neutral,
in human-machine interface. It is very useful to detect
user’s emotional state, then, select suitable sentence of
articulation training. Moreover, the system may be end
in several turns to keep user’s interest.
In this study, we propose an articulation training
system with intelligent interface and multimode
feedbacks to help articulation disorders, see Figure 1.
First, a sentence with multimode feedbacks is
generated to help user to simulate correct
pronunciation. Second, the user is asked to pronounce
this sentence. According to the pronounced speech, the
pronunciation errors and emotional state of a user are
automatically identified by ASR with DN and
hierarchical Bayesian network (HBN). Finally, the
system can select several suitable sentences from
articulatory training materials or may end in several
turns.

2. Identification of Pronunciation Errors
When a user is asked to pronounce a sentence with
Ni phonemes, wi = s1s2 " s Ni , the corresponding

Figure 1. The block diagram of proposed
articulation training system

Figure 2. Dependency network for phoneme labeling
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the probabilities generated from language and acoustic
information. Finally, the probability of labeling result
can be estimated as

wˆ i = sˆ1sˆ2 " sˆNi . With ASR, the speech segments and
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where wl and wa are the weighting factors for language
and acoustic information. P ( sˆml sm ) and P ( sˆma om ) are

model [8] and

wˆ i = arg max P ( w i wi Oi )

contains linguistic and

acoustic information, which are denoted by sˆma and sˆml ,
the DN is designed as Figure 2. Hence, the joint
probability of DN consists of a set of conditional
probability distributions:

speech observations Oi is recorded. We use ASR with
DN to segment the speech into a sequence of speech
segments, Oi = o1o2 " oNi , and labeled phonemes,

labeled phonemes with maximum posterior probability
as follows:
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where C( ․ ) is the number of instances appeared in
training corpus.

3. Emotion Recognition
The features in emotional speech can be categorized
as frame-based and sentence-based features. The
frame-based features contain cepstrum and melfrequency ceptral coefficient. The sentence-based
features are pitch and intensity features such as short-

term energy maximum, variance of short-term energy,
F0 maximum, and position of F0 maximum [18].
HBN allows the random variables to represent
arbitrarily structured types. Within a single node, there
may also be links between components, representing
probabilistic dependencies among parts of the
structure. A HBN (see Figure 3) consists of structural
part and conditional probability part. The structural
part described the relationships between nodes and the
conditional probability can quantify the links of
structural part.
In this study, the frame-based and sentence-based
features are modeled at level 1 and level 2 of HBN,
respectively. Therefore, given a set of N variables H1:N
= H1, ... , HN, the joint probability distribution P(H1:N)
= P(H1, ... , HN) can be factored into a sparse set of
conditional probabilities as follows according to the
conditional independency:
N

(

P ( H1:N ) = ∏ P H i pa ( H i )
i =1

)
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where pa(Hi) is the set of parent nodes of node Hi in
HBN.

4. Multimode Feedbacks
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where –z/2≤u≤z/2 and –z/2≤v≤z/2. I(x, y) indicates the
intensity of pixel (x, y). z is the block size that contains
the possible location of the feature point in frame t+1.
Therefore, the control points are transformed to feature
points of 3D facial models. Finally, the B-spline is
applied to smooth the sequence of parametric points of
3D facial models.

5. Experimental Materials and Results

Multimode feedbacks including speech, lip motion,
and tongue motion are generated by text-to-speech,
speech segmentation, and 3D facial animation. First,
text-to-speech is used to generate speech signal and
corresponding boundaries of syllables. Second,
sequential forward selection is used to find the
boundaries. The phonemes can be categorized as
consonant (C) and vowel (V). Hotelling’s T2 test
statistic and Bayesian information criterion (BIC) are
used to find the CV (C following V or V following C)
and VV (V following V) boundaries, respectively.
Using likelihood-ratio procedure approach, the
Hotelling’s T2 test statistic can be written as
T = y ′Σ y where yb = b ( N − b ) N ( μ1 − μ 2 ) . μ1 and μ2
is the mean of speech segments before and after
boundary b, respectively. Σ is the common covariance
matrix of speech observations and N is the number of
features in speech observation. BIC is written as
b

Figure 3. An example of hierarchical Bayesian network
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where Σ1 and Σ2 are the variance of segments before
and after boundary b . λ is the penalty factor to
compensate for small sample size cases.
Base on knowledge of acoustic phonetics, lip
motions and tongue motions are defined to represent
the motions of all 408 Mandarin syllables. Given a

For identification of pronunciation errors, a
Mandarin speech corpus named TCC300 was used to
train the speaker-independent based ASR. TCC300
was recorded in ordinary office environments via four
close-talking microphones. 14266 short and long
sentences (about 16 hours) uttered by 100 males and
100 females were used for model training of automatic
speech recognition. For training of DN, there were 553
(346 males and 207 females) articulation disorders,
average age was 6 years, collected and the
pronunciation errors were manually labeled by speechlanguage pathologists. We need to ignore
pronunciation errors with low probability by select a
suitable threshold. This value can be obtained by
computing the histogram of probabilities of
pronunciation errors for all phonemes. Therefore, all
pronunciation errors with equal probability were
treated as a baseline system and used to compare with
DN. The correct rates of identification of pronunciation
errors were 81.44% and 91.72% for baseline and DN,
respectively. Furthermore, 370 sentences with three
types of emotion (named positive, negative, and
neutral) were collected to evaluate the performance of
emotion recognition. The recognition model with
Gaussian mixture model (GMM) was applied to
compare the performance. The average recognition
rates were 57.75% and 66.88% for GMM and HBN.

6. Conclusions
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In this experiment, the spontaneous speech corpus
with 3647 sentences was collected to evaluate the
performance of phoneme segmentation. The results of
phoneme segmentation were shown in Figure 4. The
experimental results achieve practical performance.
Besides, parts of synthesized 3D facial animation
including speech signal, facial models, lip models, and
tongue model were shown in Figure 5. The users give
mean opinion scores (MOS) on a scale of 1 to 5, i.e., 5
for excellent level, 4 for good level, 3 for fair level, 2
for poor level, and 1 for unsatisfactory level. The
average MOS was 4.07. Finally, the articulation
training system with intelligent interface and
multimode feedbacks was shown in Figure 6. The
users were also asked to give MOS and the average
MOS was 4.3. The users indicate that the training
sentences are suitable to user’s pronunciation errors
and can satisfy user’s emotion.
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Figure 4. Results of phoneme segmentation

Figure 5. Parts of synthesized 3D facial animation
for ‘phong’

In this paper, we have presented an innovative
approach to articulation training with intelligent
interface and multimode feedbacks. We have used
ASR with DN to automatically detect user’s
pronunciation errors. Using HBN, user’s emotional
state is effectively identified to dynamically design
training materials. Multimode feedbacks helps
articulation disorder to simulate the articulatory
behavior. The experimental results have shown a
practical implementation in performance. In the future,
we would like to evaluate clinical performance of
articulation training.
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